BODY OF WORK

PAINTING

Low Band 3

Title: My Heaven

Detail
**Body of work**

**Painting** | **Low Band 3**
---|---
**Title:** | My Heaven
**No. of works:** | 1
**Size:** | 67 x 158

**On what terms should we consider the body of work?**  
**What is the student trying to do?**  
**What is the effect of the body of work on us?**

*My Heaven* is a single work using acrylic on canvas. Composition has been explored to some extent through the tall vertical format of the canvas. The single painting contains a Buddha figure floating in a sky above somewhat poorly rendered landscape references, communicating an apparent intention to equate Eastern spirituality with the spiritual nature of an idyllic landscape.

**Explanation**

**In what ways are conceptual and material practice represented?**

The painting employs a harmonious green/blue composition with a floating Buddha in a contrasting orange robe. Colour is used with some degree of subtlety, but the work as a whole retains characteristics of a simple outline drawing, coloured-in with paint. There is little attempt at tonal modelling, a shallow sense of depth, and a somewhat naive understanding of the possibilities of compositions and spatial organisation. Two squashed trees have been used as a rather crude framing device.

**Judgement**

**How does the student’s conceptual and material practice compare to the descriptive statements in the marking guidelines?**

The student has explored a personal theme with a degree of conviction and has clearly conveyed their ideas. Some areas on the surface of the work are reasonably well resolved while others are poorly rendered and painted with little understanding of the practice of painting. There is little indication that this single work represents a sustained engagement with practice. It is, rather, one simple attempt at conveying an idea in pictorial form, and the paint has been used, in an almost incidental form, to fill areas with colour.